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Abstract

Objective: To objectively compare the influence of different cone-beam computed tomography

(CBCT) devices, high-density materials and field of views (FOVs) on metal artifact expression.

Material and methods: For this in vitro study, three customized acrylic resin phantoms containing

high-density materials cylinders: titanium, copper–aluminum alloy and amalgam were scanned on

three CBCT devices using high-resolution protocols, same voxel size (0.2 mm) and different FOVs.

After fully automatic segmentation and image registration, the same region of interest was

defined for the small and medium FOVs. The difference between the segmented and the real

volume of the metal cylinders was assessed. Moreover for each segmented slice, the area difference

between the segmented and the real axial section was determined. The artifacts on the

background were measured as normalizing standard deviation of voxel values in the vicinity of the

cylinder, in three different distances.

Results: Considerable differences were observed in volume measurements for all CBCTs devices

and materials for both FOV sizes (up to 67%). The slice per slice area analysis indicated higher

artifacts at the edges of the metal cylinder. Within the materials, amalgam and titanium had,

respectively, the worst and best artifact expression in all the CBCT devices. Standard deviation

values varied differently between the three distances in each device.

Conclusion: Our in vitro study showed that different CBCT devices, high-density materials and FOV

should be considered while evaluating CBCT images. More carefully, diagnosis conclusions should

be drawn in images containing amalgam and copper–aluminum alloy.

Since the advent of cone-beam computed

tomography (CBCT), attempts to quantify

image artifacts have gained importance. For

this reason, in the last few years, research

focused on the evaluation of the factors that

influence artifact expression in CBCT images

in order to better understand how to analyze

and improve corrupted images (Benic et al.

2013; Kuusisto et al. 2015; Sancho-Puchades

et al. 2015).

Artifacts can be seen in the reconstructed

images and several etiologies have been

reported in the literature (Schulze et al. 2011;

Pauwels et al. 2013). Among the possible

causes of artifacts, beam hardening is

described as the most common, followed by

the noise, nonlinear partial volume effect,

motion and scatter (De Man et al. 1999).

One of the main causes of artifacts is the

presence of high-density materials within the

field of view (FOV), such as metal implants,

intracanal posts, metallic crowns and amal-

gam restoration. The literature has demon-

strated that metal artifacts have negative

influence in the daily diagnosis. In particular,

their presence influences root fracture diag-

nosis in CBCT images in the presence of

intracanal materials and metal posts (Hassan

et al. 2010; Melo et al. 2010; Costa et al.

2011, 2012; da Silveira et al. 2013). This neg-

ative influence is caused by the appearance

of dark streak artifacts mimicking the frac-

ture lines disturbing the diagnostic process,

leading to an incorrect diagnosis and treat-

ment plan and in some cases to unnecessary

extraction.

Similar limitations may occur when look-

ing to dental implant surfaces and their bony

coverage. Despite the CBCT provide accurate

information related to bone morphology and

guidance on the positioning of the implant in

the alveolar ridge (Guerrero et al. 2006), the
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peri-implant region can be compromised by

the presence screw artifacts hindering or even

making impossible the diagnosis in this

region (Kamburo�glu et al. 2013; Sancho-

Puchades et al. 2015). The latter may surely

apply when imaging multiple implants and

the prosthetic superstructure in one jaw.

High-density materials can create artifacts

that affect image quality in different ways

depending on the CBCT device (Vasconcelos

et al. 2015) and imaging protocol. For this

reason, acquisition parameters, detector type

and reconstruction algorithms are important

parameters that must be taken into account

while evaluating image quality in terms of

image noise, contrast resolution and artifacts

(Goldman 2007).

Given the influence of such factors on arti-

fact generation and in order to better under-

stand their expression in CBCT images, the

aim of the present research was to evaluate

the influence of different CBCT devices,

materials and FOV sizes on metal artifact

generation.

Material and methods

Phantoms

For this study, three acrylic resin (VIP, S~ao

Paulo, Brazil) phantoms with 98 mm of

diameter 9 40 mm of height were manufac-

tured. Each phantom contained three

5 9 5 mm cylindrical pins made with differ-

ent high-density materials: titanium, copper–

aluminum alloy (CuAl) and amalgam. These

cylinders were positioned at the vertices of

an isosceles triangle to mimic the position

of the central incisors (A) and second molars

(B and C) in a human mandible. Phantom

geometry and composition is described in

Fig. 1.

The dimensions of the metallic cylinders

were checked with a digital sliding calliper

(0–150 mm Stainless, Hardened�) before their

inclusion in the resin phantom. Moreover,

their correct position inside the phantom was

certified using a comparative microscope

(Olympus Optical CO, LTD, Japan), to stan-

dardize the geometry of all phantoms.

CBCT parameters

All phantoms were scanned using 0.2 mm

voxel size and one representative medium

and small FOV for each CBCT device: CBCT

1 – 3D Accuitomo 170 (J. Morita, Kyoto,

Japan); CBCT 2 – Newtom VGI evo (New-

tom, Verona, Italy) and CBCT 3 – ProMax 3D

(Planmeca Oy, Helsinki, Finland). All expo-

sure protocols are shown in Table 1.

Image analysis

During image analysis, for each combination

of CBCT device and material, the images

acquired with medium and small FOV were

simultaneously analyzed.

As first image processing step, the auto-

matic segmentation of metal cylinders in

both images was performed, thus allowing to

quantify the effect of metal artifact. Segmen-

tation was based on three-dimensional

k-means clustering approach (Hartigan &

Wong 1979), with all voxels classified in

three categories (air, acrylic resin and metal).

Then, the voxels belonging to the most

intense cluster were classified as metal.

After the segmentation, to select the same

region of interest (ROI) in both small and

medium FOV images, these two images were

registered. In particular, small FOV images

were chosen as moving image, while the

medium FOV images were selected as refer-

ence images. This step was performed auto-

matically and was divided into two substeps.

The first registration substep consisted of the

estimation of the initial translation transfor-

mation that allowed to roughly register each

pair of volumes. This step was performed

automatically detecting the metal cylinders

in B position, which were present in both

FOVs, to calculate their barycenter and esti-

mate the initial rigid transformation. After

this initialization step, a fine intensity-based

registration method was used to register each

pair of volumes. For this registration step,

the normalized mutual information was

applied as registration metric (Hill et al.

2001).

Once each pair of volumes was registered,

the same ROI could be selected. This ROI

was automatically defined as the portion of

the acrylic resin phantom that was imaged in

both FOVs. All the acquired images were

analyzed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Nat-

ick, USA). The flowchart of the described

image processing is depicted in Fig. 2.

Within the selected ROIs, to evaluate how

the metal cylinder geometry was corrupted

by metal artifacts, the volume difference

between the segmented volume, obtained as

outcome of the image processing steps, and

the real volume, geometrically calculated

knowing the dimensions of cylinder diameter

(5 mm) and height (5 mm), was calculated.

This volume difference (VD) was expressed as

percentage of the real volume of the metal

cylinder. Moreover, the difference between

the segmented and real area (AD) was evalu-

ated in each axial slice.

To evaluate the impact of the metal arti-

fact in the surrounding voxels, the voxels

segmented as metal were removed from the

ROI. Once removed, the new ROI was

divided into three sub-ROIs. In this way, the

amount of artifacts was evaluated taking into

account the distance between the surround-

ing voxels and the metal object. Figure 3

shows an example of ROI division.

Finally, to quantify the amount of artifacts

in these regions, we calculated the normal-

ized standard deviation (nSD), defined as:

nSD ¼
SDs

2ðstored bits�1Þ

where SDs represent the SD value of the

surrounding voxels, which was subse-

quently divided by the maximum possible

SD value (Pauwels et al. 2013). The SD of

the voxels contained in the ROI was nor-

malized to the maximum possible SD value,

defined as half or the full gray value range,

which allowed us to compare different

CBCT devices with different gray value

ranges. As the phantom is homogeneous, in

an ideal condition, the surrounding voxels

should have the same intensity value and,

consequently, a nSD value equal to 0%. On

the other hand, in the real condition, due

to the presence of metal artifacts, this value

will diverge from 0% proportionally to the

amount of artifacts. For this reason, nSD

was chosen as metric for image quality

quantification in surrounding voxels near to

the metal object.

Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed with a three-way

ANOVA model, with CBCT device, material

and FOV as three crossed factors. As there

was only one measurement for each combi-

nation for volume, area and nSD measure-

ments of the different ROIs, a solution was

found by leaving out the interaction factor if

the three main factors were out of the model,

and hence considering only the main factors

and each of the interaction factors of the

main factor. Any difference between mea-

sured values that may point to a three-way

interaction was explained by experimental

error. Level of statistical significance was set

for a P-value <0.05.

Results

Differences between segmented and real vol-

ume were observed for all CBCT devices and

materials. Results of VD analysis are shown

in Table 2. Statistical differences were found

among different materials for different combi-

nation of CBCT devices and FOVs (P < 0.05).
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Moreover, statistical significant differences

were found in volume measurements varying

CBCT devices (P < 0.05), but not varying

FOV size (P > 0.05). Figure 4 shows the dif-

ference between segmentation for each com-

bination of CBCT device, material and FOV.

For AD, significant difference was observed

for all combinations of FOV, CBCT device

and material. The results of this analysis are

summarized in Table 3.

Normalized standard deviation varied dif-

ferently between the three ROIs in each

device (Table 4). There was no significant dif-

ference between materials for all combina-

tions of CBCT and FOV (P > 0.05). Only

CBCT3 showed significant difference in nSD

values for all combinations of FOV and mate-

rials (P < 0.05). Finally, the small FOV in all

the CBCT devices showed statistical signifi-

cant differences (P < 0.05).

Discussion

The present study showed the influence of

different high-density materials, CBCT

devices and FOVs on the image quality, using

a novel and fully objective method.

In CBCT images, gray values’ intensity is

specific for each equipment due to the influ-

ence of technique factors inherent for each

device. Usually, in modern CBCT devices,

the acquired images are stored as 12-bit or

16-bit DICOM images. Difference in the

number of stored bits lead to a different num-

ber of possible gray values, which is defined

as 2(stored bit). To compensate these differ-

ences and be able to compare SD values from

different CBCT devices without any other a

priori information on image histogram con-

tent, nSD was calculated (Pauwels et al.

2013).

Independently of this specific characteristic

related to each CBCT device, the presence of

high-density materials produce severe arti-

facts in the reconstructed data. These

artifacts are even worse when these materials

are present in more than one place inside

scanning geometry. In this case, the region

between two such objects is deteriorated,

impairing radiodiagnosis. Such artifacts are

denoted with a variety of terms. Some of

them are called “missing value artifacts”

(Schulze et al. 2011) while others refer to

“photon starvation” (Scarfe & Farman 2008;

Molteni 2013; Yuan et al. 2016). It is a very

common artifact generated by the beam-hard-

ening phenomenon resulting in dark bands or

“photon starvation” between dense objects

and cupping artifacts (Molteni 2013) and is a

“hot” topic in current radiology research.

In the present study, both artifacts were

observed in all the samples for all the materi-

als reducing the image quality. Several stud-

ies demonstrated that CBCT image quality

can be improved by changing some parame-

ters during scanning procedure, such as kVp

(Draenert et al. 2007; Chindasombatjaroen

et al. 2011; Esmaeili et al. 2012; Helvacioglu-

Yigit et al. 2016), mA (Pauwels et al. 2015),

FOV (Pauwels et al. 2016) and voxel size

(Spin-Neto et al. 2013). Therefore, in the pre-

sent study, the protocols for each CBCT were

carefully established. A fixed voxel size was

selected to eliminate partial volume artifacts,

standardizing image quality analysis. How-

ever, even choosing similar protocols, results

showed statistical differences in volume mea-

surements among CBCT devices. In particu-

lar, CBCT1 and CBCT2 seemed to have the

same behavior for all combination of material

and FOV (P > 0.05), while CBCT3 showed

Fig. 1. Geometry and composition of the three phantoms used in this study.

Table 1. Exposure protocols for CBCT devices

ID FOVs (cm) kVp mA

Exposure

time (s)

Voxel

size (mm)

3D Accuitomo 170 CBCT 1 4.0 9 4.0/10.0 9 5.0 90.0 5.0 30.8/17.5 0.2

Newtom VGI evo CBCT 2 5.0 9 5.0/10.0 9 5.0 110.0 3.0 1.8/1.8 0.2

ProMax 3D CBCT 3 5.0 9 5.0/10.0 9 5.0 96.0 5.6 12.0/12.0 0.2

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the image processing process used

to extract the same ROI from the images obtained for

each combination of CBCT device, material and FOV.
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significant differences compared to the other

devices (P < 0.05). This behavior can be

explained by the differences in operating

characteristics of each X-ray tube. The latter

varies with different voltage peaks and there-

fore, different effective beam energies.

Despite of choosing similar protocols, the

presence of high-density material in the

scanned volume led to severe artifacts. In

dentistry, a number of dense materials are

currently in use, which can differ in density

and uniformity. In this study, we used three

different materials to evaluate the effect of

their proprieties on metal artifact generation.

In particular, amalgam, which is a heteroge-

neous material composed by mercury

(Z = 80), silver (Z = 47), tin (Z = 50) and zinc

(Z = 30), showed a different behavior com-

pared to CuAl (Copper Z = 39 and Alu-

minum Z = 13) and Titanium (Z = 22). The

high density of this material compared to the

others causes strong artifacts that lead to

high volume overestimation during segmen-

tation.

In this study, segmented volume analysis

allows to globally evaluate the effect of metal

artifact on metal cylinder segmentation. On

the other hand, the area analysis allowed to

evaluate slice by slice if the over- or underes-

timation was constant through the metal

object.

Our findings showed that amalgam had the

highest values of median area overestimation

and interquartile range (IQR). In particular,

the high value of median overestimation can

be due to the high density of the material

that causes strong artifacts. In the same way,

the high IQR values can be related to its

heterogeneity that causes a large variability

in AD values on different slices. This hypoth-

esis is then confirmed by the values mea-

sured in titanium cylinders, which is a

homogenous material with a lower atomic

number that showed the lowest values for

both median and IQR of AD values. These

results allow us to correlate the effect of

metal artifact not only to material density

but also to their homogeneity.

Moreover, the area analysis allowed to

observe that the segmentation of the metal

object was mainly affected in the initial and

final slices of the metal cylinders. This

behavior was common for all samples, high-

lighting the strong effect of artifacts at the

vertical edges of the metal object. Probably,

this can be explained by the divergence of

the vertical beam in the extremes. The beam

diverges from the ideal perpendicularity to

the rotation axis and the detector. According

to Molteni (2013), a slight but consistent

Fig. 3. Different region of interest created around the metal object and used to evaluate artifact expression.

Table 2. VD values (%) for all the combinations of CBCT device, material and FOV

CBCT 1 CBCT 2 CBCT 3

Titanium

MFOV 3.7 2.1 23.1

sFOV 1.7 0.2 22.3

CuAl

MFOV �6.0 �2.6 27.9

sFOV �7.1 �5.4 25.3

Amalgam

MFOV 12.3 15.7 67.0

sFOV 8.6 13.8 60.2

Fig. 4. Three-dimensional volume rendering of the metal cylinder segmented in all the images used for this study.

Table 3. Median and interquartile range of AD values (%), for all the combination of CBCT device,
material and FOV

CBCT 1 CBCT 2 CBCT 3

Titanium

MFOV 4.4 (0.6) 3.0 (1.5) 17.5 (0.6)

sFOV 3.3 (0.8) 1.9 (1.3) 17.1 (1.1)

CuAl

MFOV �0.8 (3.5) 0.6 (3.5) 23 (7.5)

sFOV �2.2 (4.7) �1.4 (4.8) 23.6 (7.7)

Amalgam

MFOV 13.6 (3) 16.0 (1.4) 61.5 (15.5)

sFOV 11.2 (1.1) 14.0 (2.1) 53.6 (10.4)
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increase in gray values intensity can be

noticed moving toward the top. Moreover,

the inaccuracy of area segmentation at the

edges of the metal cylinder can be also

explained considering the fact that even a

very slight tilt of the phantom could lead to

deviations at the edge of the object, making

the axial slice not to be cutting through the

entire object anymore. To reduce this source

of inaccuracy, in future studies, the few

slices can be removed at cylinder extremities

before making the analysis.

Currently in literature, there are no articles

published that quantitatively evaluate vol-

ume overestimation varying device, material

and FOVs. The quantification of inaccuracy

in metal object volume and area quantifica-

tion can be of help for clinician during the

evaluation of corrupted images, making them

more aware of the amount of volume differ-

ence between the real object and the one

imaged in the CBCT data.

Regarding the amount of background

artifacts, quantified using nSD, there was

no significant difference in nSD values

between materials for all combinations of

CBCT and FOV (P > 0.05), proving that the

difference among material affects more

metal segmentation than background arti-

facts. Moreover, our results confirmed that

amalgam, compared to the other two mate-

rials, increased the SD of surrounding

voxel intensity. This finding is in line with

a recent study comparing SD values of

intensity values in metal artifacts gener-

ated by amalgam and composites (Helva-

cioglu-Yigit et al. 2016).

The results of the present study showed

also a significant difference between the

three analyzed CBCTs, but only in the

small FOV. In particular, in the third sub-

ROI of small FOV images acquired with

CBCT 1, we observed an increased value of

nSD caused by the concomitant presence of

truncation, halation artifacts (usually pre-

sent in the periphery of FOV) and metal

artifacts.

At the same time, the presence of few arti-

facts in medium FOV images, may be

explained by the scattered radiation and dif-

ferences related to the scanning process (i.e.,

scanning geometry and image reconstruction

and preprocessing). To reconstruct the

images, those CBCT devices used different

amounts of projections. For CBCTs 1 and 2,

there was a 360° rotation with approximately

525 and 360 frames, respectively, while for

CBCT 3 there was a 210° rotation with

approximately 300 frames, generating less

information for the data reconstruction. A

reduced data sample leads to misregistration,

sharper edges and noisier images, because of

aliasing, where fine striations appear (Scarfe

& Farman 2008).

The present study applies an innovative

approach to assess the characteristic CBCT-

related artifact expressions. We objectively

evaluated how metal cylinder geometry was

corrupted by metal artifacts, as well as how

these artifacts had an impact on background

image quality. Most of the published arti-

cles on CBCT related to metal artifacts use

subjective analysis, while the present

approach allowed true quantification and

comparison to the gold standard. Therefore,

this kind of in vitro study is an important

step to understand more about the behavior

of the metal artifacts in CBCT and help

avoiding bias on subjective analysis and

assist in developing tools for artifact correc-

tion.

Conclusion

Our in vitro results showed that different

CBCT devices, high-density materials and

technical factors should be considered as

being responsible for a variety of artifact

expressions. In clinical practice, it should be

emphasized that a more careful diagnosis is

necessary with conservative conclusions

when materials such as amalgam and CuAl

alloy are present in the scanned volume.
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